New European Bauhaus

The New European Bauhaus (NEB) is an environmental, economic and cultural project, combining design, sustainability, accessibility, affordability and investment to help deliver the European Green Deal.

“A growing community

Official partners non-profit organisations, NGOs, educational institutions, and collectives making a difference locally.

Friends public entities, political organisations and businesses committed to the values of sustainability, aesthetics and inclusion.

High-Level Roundtable members expert thinkers and practitioners acting as inspiration and community ambassadors for the initiative.

National Contact Points coordinating efforts in the Member States.

Prize winners and finalists inspiring positive transformation with their projects and ideas.

Beneficiaries of New European Bauhaus calls.

“ If the European Green Deal has a soul, then it is the New European Bauhaus which has led to an explosion of creativity across our Union.”

Ursula Von der Leyen, President of the European Commission
NEB Lab

A ‘think and do’ tank to make the New European Bauhaus a reality through concrete and tangible projects. By connecting the initiative’s growing community and sharing ideas, it will bring about beautiful, sustainable and inclusive changes on the ground.

Commission-led projects

- **LABELLING STRATEGY** develops a compass and assessment frameworks to ensure projects are well-aligned with the New European Bauhaus values.
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- **INNOVATIVE FUNDING: CROWD AND PUBLIC FUNDING** explores innovative funding solutions that combine public and crowd funding for New European Bauhaus initiatives.
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- **INNOVATIVE FUNDING: PHILANTHROPY** explores ways to mobilise and combine private and public funding for New European Bauhaus activities.
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Community-led projects

- **REGULATORY ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTATION** analyses how the regulatory framework on European, national, regional or local level can support the development of New European Bauhaus projects.
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- **NEB GOES SOUTH** connects six south European countries which join forces to improve education through architecture.
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- **NEB OF THE MOUNTAINS** seeks to improve the quality of the built environment, and citizens’ life, in rural and mountain areas.
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- **NORDIC CARBON NEUTRAL BAUHAUS** is an open forum to discuss how architecture, design and art can help achieve a carbon neutral and inclusive way of building and living.
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**Achieving more by working together:** an incubator to connect people and learn from each other’s experience.